
Enlightenment 
Reason and Revolution 

1750-1800 



Social Scene 
�  Population now 3 million 

�  Still only 13 colonies 
�  Nothing west of  the Cumberland Gap (Appalachians) 

�  Most still think of  themselves as British 

�  Industrial Revolution, which begins in England, has not 
yet arrived in America 

�  But the developing field of  science and the popularity of  
many European philosophers spurs an “enlightenment” 

�  This newfound interest in reason, logic and secularism 
is a reaction against America’s Puritan roots 



Social Scene 
�  Civic Duty 

�  Public domain replaces private sphere—speeches flourish 

�  Civic Knowledge 
�  Newspapers, pamphlets, and editorials flourish 

�  Republicanism 
�  Gov’t for and by the people 

�  Secularism 
�  Exclusion of  religion from public affairs 
�  Separation of  Church and State 
�  Religious tolerance 



Political Scene 
�  Turning away from puritanical and personal soul 

searching of  its past, America now begins to 
examine itself  as a “nation” 
�  It is not so much their relationship to God that now 

defines people, but their relationship to their country 

�  This inevitably leads to a very public discourse 
concerning their relationship to England 

�  As red coats increase their military presence and 
George III clamps down on the colonies, attitudes 
toward England begin to shift  



Political Scene 
�  1765: Stamp Act—first of  many taxes to come 

�  1770: Boston Massacre—half-a-dozen red coats fire on 
a crowd of  protestors, killing five colonists 

�  1773: Boston Tea Party symbolizes colonial discontent, 
as three shiploads of  taxed tea are dumped into harbor 

�  1774: First Continental Congress creates diplomatic 
relationship with England while affirming loyalty  

�  1775: Second Continental Congress creates militia 

�  1775: Shot heard ‘round the world when British try to 
seize militia artillery at Lexington and Concord 



Political Scene 
�  1776: Thomas Paine publishes Common Sense 

�  1776: Revolution begins—Declaration of Independence 

�  1781: War ends—Yorktown, VA 

�  1783: Revolution ends—Treaty of  Paris 

�  1787: Constitution 
�  Expected to last one generation 
�  Many detractors, including Hamilton and Franklin 

�  1789: Washington elected first President of  a new 
nation—The United States of  America 



Literary Scene 
�  Public writing on civic matters 

�  The Federalist Papers 
�  Articles of Confederation 
�  Common Sense 

�  Oratory: the art of  skilled, eloquent public speaking 

�  Though beginning to define itself  as a culture apart 
from England, there is still no American fiction of  note 

�  Features of  Enlightenment Literature 
1.  Celebrates reason over faith—clarity, order, balance 
2.  Celebrates perfection—individual and society 
3.  Nature as mechanical and orderly—something to harness 



Rhetoric and Writing 
�  Scholarly 

�  Complex Syntax: arrangement of  words in a sentence 
�  Allusion: reference to something or someone outside 

immediate scope of  a work 
�  Foreign Words and Phrases 
�  Example: Paine and Jefferson 

�  Common 
�  Conversational Syntax 
�  Anecdote: brief, often witty story of  a personal event 
�  Aphorism: brief, witty statement expressing a general truth 
�  Idiom: figure of  speech; an expression  
�  Example: Franklin 



Common Sense 
�  Published by Thomas Paine in 1776 

�  Sold over 500,000 copies 

�  Called for revolt, converted millions, and set out a vision 
of  a new “democratic” society 

�  Masterful example of  classical Aristotelian argument 

�  Divided into four sections 
1.  Origin and Design of  Gov’t 
2.  Monarchy and Hereditary Succession 
3.  Present State of  American Affairs 
4.  Present Ability of  America 



Speech in the  
Virginia Convention 

�  Given by Patrick Henry (1775) 

�  Masterful exercise in Aristotelian persuasion 
�  Pathos: appeal to emotions and values 
�  Logos: appeal to logic and reason 
�  Ethos: appeal to credibility and authority 

�  Henry employs several rhetorical strategies 
�  Rhetorical Question: question asked for dramatic effect 
�  Repetition: repeated use of  any element of  language 
�  Parallelism: repetition of  a grammatical structure 
�  Exclamation: sudden remark expressing surprise or anger 



Speech in the  
Virginia Convention 

�  Pathos: appeal to emotions and values 
�  “It is only in this way that we can hope to arrive at truth, 

and fulfill the great responsibility which we hold to God and 
our country.” 

�  Logos: appeal to logic and reason 
�  “I know of  no way of  judging the future but by the past And 

judging by the past, I wish to know what there has been in 
the conduct of  the British ministry in the last ten years to 
justify those hopes…” 

�  Ethos: appeal to credibility and authority 
�  “There is a just God who presides over the destinies of  

nations and who will raise up friends to fight our battles...” 



Speech in the  
Virginia Convention 

�  Rhetorical Question 
�  “Is life so dear, or peace so sweet, as to be purchased 

at the price of  chains and slavery?” 

�  Repetition 
�  “…we must fight! I repeat it, sir, we must fight!” 

�  Parallelism 
�  “We have petitioned; we have remonstrated; we have 

supplicated...” 

�  Exclamation 
�  “[G]ive me liberty or give me death!” 



Thomas Jefferson 
1743-1826 

�  Scholar of  Greek and Roman literature 

�  Declaration of Independence in 1776 
�  “an expression of  the American mind” 

�  Jefferson Bible 
�  Used a razor to cut the four gospels into a single narrative 

�  Pure doctrine of  Jesus by removing the supernatural 
�  No Angels 

�  No Miracles 

�  No Prophesies 

�  No Divinity 



Benjamin Franklin 
1706-1790 

�  A man of  reason and science—printer, statesman, 
author, inventor, and scientist—there is nothing 
Puritanical about him 

�  Deist 
�  Belief  in God based on reason rather than faith 
�  God is detached from the world; like a watchmaker, 

he sets the universe in motion but does not interfere 

�  Optimistic of  human nature and perfection 
�  Held no concept of  sin—only mistakes 



The Autobiography 

�  Written over 18 years 

�  Published posthumously in 1791 

�  Each section addresses a different audience  

�  First section: financially driven 

�  Final section: the most patriotic 

�  Middle—and most famous—section: “13 Virtues” 

�  While Paine’s Common Sense outlines the civic ideal, 
Franklin’s Autobiography outlines the human ideal 


